The College of Education at San Diego State University is dedicated to the preparation of outstanding teachers, counselors, therapists, and leaders who will make a powerful difference in the lives of students, clients, families, and communities. Toward this end, we are committed to thoughtful scholarship that:

- Enhances our capacity and the capacity of other institutions of higher education to prepare outstanding professionals, and
- Influences constructive changes across a wide array of educational/service settings by promoting the application of deeper, richer, more nuanced understandings of salient factors.

Our collective publication record is one measure of the impact of our College of Education. This report presents information about the scholarship of College of Education faculty members during the 2015-16 academic year. It presents the books, chapters, and articles in refereed journals and proceedings that appeared in print during this time period. Included are 96 publications representing the work of 32 faculty members. Book reviews, conference papers, technical reports, and articles in non-refereed periodicals are not included.

Joseph F. Johnson, Jr.
Dean and Professor
College of Education
ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

This report provides information about publications of College of Education faculty at San Diego State University during the 2015-16 academic year. The report is organized by the departments within the College of Education. Departments from the San Diego campus appear first, followed by the Imperial Valley Campus. Within each department, faculty authors are listed in alphabetical order. After each author’s name is a listing of his or her 2015-16 books, chapters, and refereed journal articles and proceedings.

Publications co-authored by College of Education faculty appear under the name of the first author only. Under each co-author’s name is a note referring the reader to the publications of the first author. Names of all San Diego State University authors from the College of Education appear in bold faced type. The report ends with an index of College of Education authors.
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[For additional work by this Faculty member, see Mark Tucker in Administration, Rehabilitation, and Postsecondary Education]

FRANK HARRIS III

[For work by this Faculty member, see J. Luke Wood in Administration, Rehabilitation, and Postsecondary Education]

J. LUKE WOOD


[For additional work by this Faculty member, see Marissa Vasquez in Administration, Rehabilitation, and Postsecondary Education]
MARJORIE OLNEY


[For additional work by this Faculty member, see Charles Degeneffe in Administration, Rehabilitation, and Postsecondary Education]

MARK TUCKER


[For additional work by this Faculty member, see Charles Degeneffe & Marjorie Olney in Administration, Rehabilitation, and Postsecondary Education]

MARISSA VASQUEZ


[For additional work by this Faculty member, see J. Luke Wood in Administration, Rehabilitation, and Postsecondary Education]


language learners: Implications for practice, Contemporary Issues in Early
Childhood, 16 (3), 1-16.

[For additional work by this Faculty member, see Cristian Aquino-Sterling in School of Teacher Education and Sascha Longstreth in Child and Family Development]
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VANJA LAZAREVIC


SASCHA LONGSTRETH


[For additional work by this Faculty member, see Sarah Garrity in Child and Family Development]
SHULAMIT RITBLATT


[For additional work by this faculty member, see Sascha Longstreth in Child and Family Development]
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DEAN’S OFFICE

NINA SALCIDO-POTTER

[For work by this Faculty member, see Sarah Garrity in Child and Family Development]
No publications.


[For additional work by this faculty member, see Nancy Frey in Educational Leadership]

NANCY FREY


[For additional work by this faculty member, see Douglas Fisher in Educational Leadership]

**JAMES MARSHALL**


**JAYSON RICHARDSON**


Richardson, J. W. (2015). Where is the technology leadership in educational leadership preparation programmes? In R. Joubert, L. G. Bjork, & T. Browne-
Ferrigno (Eds.), International education reform and quality education (pp. 41-50), Pretoria, South Africa: Interuniversity Centre for Education Law and Policy, University of Pretoria.


SPECIAL EDUCATION

REGINA BRANDON

[For work by this faculty member, see Luke Duesbery in School of Teacher Education]

JESSICA SUHRHEINRICH


[For additional work by this faculty member, see Sarah Rieth in Child and Family Development]
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[For work by this faculty member, see Douglas Fisher & Nancy Frey in Educational Leadership]
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